
YARIS ZR IN TIDAL BLUE



YARIS SX IN CHERRY

Through successive generations the city-friendly Yaris has proven 

itself a dependable hatchback that offers so much more. It’s a 

capable and compact car boasting all the high-tech comfort and 

convenience you’d normally expect to find in a much bigger model.

Featuring fresh, modern exterior design details and an incredible 

level of specification across the model range, including the sporty  

ZR variant with plenty of premium extras, the Yaris line-up is set  

to surprise. Because everyone needs a little Yaris in their life.

YARIS GX IN GLACIER WHITE

YARIS ZR IN TIDAL BLUE



Big things, small packages  

Exterior – modern for the city

The Yaris has never looked so good.

This compact car for the urban lifestyle features five doors and a boot that will take all your  

shopping and more. Yaris features three wheel designs with 15” and 17” alloy wheels for  

the SX and ZR grades respectively that enhance the stylish detailing of the exterior.

Every Yaris features dynamically-styled front bumpers, a wide trapezoidal lower grille profile  

and detail-rich headlights while front fog lights with chrome accents feature on SX and ZR  

models. At the rear LED stop lights deliver a bright message for following traffic.

These sparkling exterior details really sing on the Yaris ZR, with its sporty side spoilers, rear lower 

bumper garnish, roof spoiler and an exhaust diffuser with a chrome-tipped tail pipe. Yaris ZR 

features heated door mirrors; a handy addition for those frosty winter morning runs into the city. 

Privacy glass in the rear side doors and rear door complete the stylish package.

Interior – room to move

Hop in; it’s easy. And you simply won’t believe you’re sitting in Toyota’s most compact hatchback.

Look around the cabin and not only will you be impressed with the quality materials on offer,  

you’ll also note that this is one compact car with comfortable dimensions; and that’s before you 

look ahead to the Yaris’ modern dashboard and centre console. The standard comfort and  

convenience features really are second-to-none.

Every Yaris includes a 6.1” touchscreen display. Built into the touchscreen functionality is  

a reversing camera ensuring reversing manoeuvres can be completed safely and with confidence; 

static guidelines arranged on the screen allow the driver to better judge approach angles and 

distances when reversing too.

You’ll never get lost in town again with Toyota’s comprehensive and easy-to-use integrated  

Satellite Navigation system, available in the Yaris SX and ZR grades. The Satellite Navigation  

system incorporates SUNA Traffic technology,* which provides the driver with real-time traffic  

data and alternative route information in order to tackle that congestion with confidence.

The impressive list of features includes cruise control plus Bluetooth hands-free connectivity  

for safely making and receiving phone calls. Bluetooth audio streaming, MP3 and USB integration 

including album cover art display are featured as well. SX and ZR grades also enjoy climate 

control automatic air conditioning.

Additionally the Yaris ZR arrives with contoured sports-style front seats, a sports-style steering 

wheel and carbon-look trim accents to underline this model’s performance flavour. 

* SUNA traffic information only available in some regions.

 1 The 17” alloy wheels exclusive to Yaris ZR feature a silver machine finish over 

 black perflectly complimenting the sporty styling of ZR

2 All Yaris models have Toyota Safety Sense as standard. This includes Pre-Crash 

 Safety system (PCS) with Autonomous Emergency Braking, Lane Departure Alert (LDA) 

 and Automatic High Beam (AHB). LDA and AHB can be switched on and off with the 

 conveniently postioned buttons

3 Yaris ZR features LED Bi-beam headlights with automatic levelling

YARIS SX IN CHERRY

YARIS GX IN GLACIER WHITE

YARIS ZR IN INFERNO

Forever practical, yet with its fair share of inner-city zip thanks to the 

1.3-litre and 1.5-litre petrol engine options, the Yaris will surprise with the 

comprehensive array of convenience features and technology it packs 

into its compact footprint. With three distinct grades to choose between, 

there’s a Yaris to suit absolutely everyone.

Features that make a difference

4 Yaris GX is available with either a 5-speed manual or a 4-speed  
 automatic transmission

5 Both SX and ZR have climate control automatic air conditioning

6 Rear parking sensors for SX and ZR assist when negotiating tight spaces 
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 1 The willing 1.3L engine in Yaris GX is perfect for 

 around town trips

2 Yaris GX benefits from a 9.4m turning circle that will make 

 your manoeuvers into tight parking spaces a breeze

3 All Yaris feature a reversing camera, helping to ensure 

 children and obstacles behind the car can be spotted 

 quickly. Static guidelines arranged on the screen allow the 

 driver to better judge approach angles when reversing into 

 even the tightest city parking spaces

4 The Yaris GX steering wheel features convenient controls 

 for the audio and Bluetooth phone system. The stylish three 

 ring combination meter, off-set with a Multi-Information 

 Display (MID) provides essential vehicle data, such as  

 average speed, current and average fuel consumption,  

 available range, twin trip meters and odometer.

5 Toyota Safety Sense (TSS) features in all variants.  

 Pre-Crash Safety system (PCS) with Autonomous Emergency 

 Braking, Lane Departure Alert (LDA) and Automatic High 

 Beam (AHB) can be switched on and off with the handy  

 dash buttons

6 Cruise control is featured across the Yaris range

7 Yaris GX is available with a choice of a 5-speed 

 manual or 4-speed automatic transmission
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YARIS GX IN GLACIER WHITE YARIS SX IN CHERRY

 1 The SX adds fog lights up front and  

 attractive 15” alloy wheels, giving it 

 a premium appearance outside

2 Belying its small car status, the Yaris boasts  

 a well-proportioned cargo area with a 347L  

 cargo capacity

3 The SX boasts an intuitive Satellite Navigation 

 system which incorporates SUNA Traffic  

 technology*. This provides the driver with real-time 

 traffic data and alternative route information in 

 order to tackle congestion with confidence

4 Inside the cabin, leather and chrome accents  

 further the theme, offering something above  

 the ordinary

5 Yaris has interior space that belies its exterior 

 dimensions

6 With plenty of room in the back, the Yaris features 

 a rear seat with two ISO fixing points and three 

 tether anchors for child seats. Three-point ELR 

 seatbelts are standard in all five seating positions

6

The Yaris SX builds on the Yaris GX comprehensive specification with 
even more impressive features. You’ll find premium detailing inside the 
cabin including a genuine leather steering wheel and gear knob, as well 
as chrome detailing in the instrument panel. For your comfort, there’s 
also climate control automatic air conditioning, while integrated Satellite 
Navigation and real-time SUNA Traffic update technology*, make this an 
impressive package. 

GX SX 1.5L PETROL
4-SPEED 

AUTOMATIC 
TRANSMISSION 

FRONT WHEEL 
DRIVE

1.3L PETROL
5-SPEED MANUAL OR 
4-SPEED AUTOMATIC 

TRANSMISSION 

FRONT WHEEL DRIVE

The practical Yaris GX is packed with the sort of convenience items and 
standard technology that will truly surprise. A comfortable cabin with 
impressive features such as a full-colour reversing camera and Bluetooth 
hands-free capability give the GX a specification you’d usually only  
expect from a larger vehicle. The Yaris GX offers so much flexibility;  
its fuel-efficient 63kW 1.3-litre four cylinder petrol engine is available 
matched with your choice of a manual or automatic transmission,  
so you can drive the way you want.

43

* SUNA Traffic updates not available in all areas
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5 Rear privacy glass looks great and is very practical 

 too. It minimises harmful UV rays and also keeps 

 anything you have stored in your Yaris ZR’s rear 

 seat out of sight when parked in town

6 LED Bi-beam headlights with automatic  

 self-levelling feature up front; bright and clear  

 LED tail lamps at the rear.

7 The ZR interior boldly follows the exterior sports 

 styling including a carbon-fibre like dash panel
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  1 The stylish design detailing and unique 17” alloy 

 wheels of the range-topping ZR sets it apart from 

 the crowd making it a car that reflects everything 

 that is fun about a characterful compact hatch

2 Sports style detailing is everywhere inside the  

 ZR’s cabin. A carbon-look instrument panel, 

 ergonomically-designed sports-style seats and 

 a genuine leather-wrapped steering wheel  

 effortlessly extend the mood

3 Intuitive controls for the climate control automatic 

 air conditioning in SX and ZR make adjustment 

 while driving an easy process

4 The dimple pattern on the gear knob and steering 

 wheel of Yaris ZR reflect its sporty nature

5

YARIS ZR IN TIDAL BLUE

The range-topping Yaris ZR effortlessly underscores everything that is fun about 
a compact hatchback, with a performance-themed trapezoidal grille design, LED 
Bi-beam self-levelling headlights, along with sports-style additions like side skirts 
and a rear roof spoiler. Stylish privacy glass, an exclusive 17” alloy wheel design 
and sporty accents inside the cabin complete the package.

ZR
Every Yaris including the ZR arrives with the proven reliability of Toyota’s fuel efficient 
petrol engines on-board. These eager and efficient powerplants feature proven technology, 
such as Variable Valve Timing-intelligent (VVT-i) and Electronic Fuel Injection (EFI) for  
a better on-road experience. After all, the Yaris might be city-sized, but you don’t want  
to be just limited to the suburbs for that weekend drive.

1.5L PETROL
4-SPEED 

AUTOMATIC 
TRANSMISSION 

FRONT WHEEL 
DRIVE

2



Electric Power Steering (EPS) is vehicle speed sensitive so low speed  

manoeuvers require minimal effort while at highway speeds less  

assistance is provided. The turning circle for GX is 9.4m 

while for SX and ZR it is 9.6m.

9.4m/9.6m

Yaris exterior colours

Rear bumper protector. This black ABS bumper protector helps 

to protect the rear bumper from scuffs and scrapes.

Carpet floor mats - ‘Yaris’ branded. Set of front and rear carpet 
mats with the driver’s mat secured by two retainers for safety.

Cargo liner. This all weather rubber cargo liner will keep your 
boot protected. It’s custom moulded to ensure a secure fit but 
can be removed and hosed off for easy cleaning.

Weathershields - visor. Lightly tinted acrylic weathershields for 

front doors only - sold separately.

Silver  
Pearl 
METALLIC

1F7

Glacier  
White
040

Graphite 
METALLIC

1G3

Ink
MICA 

209

Yaris occupants are well protected with driver  

and front passenger, front seat side, front and rear  

curtain shield and driver’s knee airbags.

The rear seats have two ISOFIX fixing points  

enabling child seating to be easily attached. 

There are also 3 tether anchors. 

Standard across all models, the reversing camera  

greatly enhances your safety by helping you  

avoid pedestrians and obstacles when backing.

Vehicle Stability Control and Traction Control  

work in the background to add an  

extra margin of safety.

A Pre-Tensioner automatically retracts the seatbelt and helps secure  

the occupant at the moment of severe forward deceleration.  

If the shoulder belt forces applied to the occupant reaches  

a predetermined amount, then the Force Limiter allows the webbing  

to extend to help reduce pressure on the occupant’s chest.

Towbar and wiring harness. Fixed tongue towbar rated to 900kg 

braked. Trailer wiring harness, towball and towball cover  

available - sold separately.

Vivid 
Yellow
5B5 

EXCLUSIVE 

TO ZR

Cherry
3P0

Inferno 
METALLIC

4R8 

EXCLUSIVE 

TO ZR

Tidal 
Blue 
METALLIC

8T7 

Dynamic 
Blue  

8S6

SX
Black fabric with dark grey 
grid pattern

ZR
High grade black fabric 
with textured pattern

GX
Black fabric with dark 
grey grid pattern

Wheels - 15 inch Podium wheels. Distinctive 15” alloy wheel with 

a dark metallic-grey finish.

There is a full complement of seven airbags on-board every Yaris - including driver and 

front passenger, front seat side, front and rear curtain shield and driver’s knee protection. 

All seating positions feature 3-point Emergency Locking Retractor (ELR) seatbelts with 

driver and front passenger seats having Pre-Tensioners and Force Limiters. The rear  

seat includes ELR seatbelts in all positions along with three tether anchors and two  

ISOFIX fixing points.

Toyota’s comprehensive Safety Sense package is included with every Yaris,  

giving drivers everywhere and in all types of environments a truly impressive level  

of standard safety technology. This system incorporates a number of high-tech safety 

measures, including Toyota’s Pre-Crash Safety system (PCS) with Autonomous Emergency 

Braking, Lane Departure Alert (LDA) and Automatic High Beam (AHB).

Other standard safety equipment on all Yaris grades includes Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) 

and Traction Control (TRC). TRC helps to prevent wheel slippage when the vehicle is  

starting or accelerating on wet or slippery roads. VSC helps the driver correct a loss of 

control if it detects that the vehicle is starting to skid or slide due to factors like an abrupt 

steering input or a slippery road surface. A reversing camera enhances safety in every  

variant and there are rear parking sensors for SX and ZR models.

If you need to stop in a hurry, Brake Assist (BA) and Electronic  

Brake-force Distribution (EBD) will help slow you safely.  

Brake Assist (BA) measures the speed and force with which the  

brake pedal is pushed to determine whether the driver is  

attempting an emergency stop. If that is the case, BA applies  

additional brake pressure to allow the Anti-lock Brake System  

(ABS) to function to its full extent. Once the driver intentionally  

eases up on the brake pedal the system reduces the amount  

of assistance provided. An emergency brake signal automatically  

blinks the vehicle’s hazard lights under heavy braking, warning  

the vehicle behind. 

YARIS ZR IN TIDAL BLUE

The 5-star ANCAP rated Yaris range gives you peace of mind while  

you’re out and about getting on with your day. Its standard levels  

of safety technology have to be seen to be believed.

Safe and 
ready to go

Only Toyota Genuine Accessories are designed and manufactured to the  

same high standard as original parts. They are engineered using  

manufacturer data to ensure that vehicle integrity is not compromised.  

This means the functionality of important precision systems such as  

airbags will not be impaired by their installation. 

Make  
Yaris 
your own

Yaris interior trim

Safety isn’t just a priority for the Yaris Hatch. 

The 5-Star ANCAP safety rating is testament 

to its renowned Toyota build quality.

OVERSEAS MODEL SHOWN



YARIS SPECIFICATIONS
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 GX SX ZR

1,500

October 
2018

SB418

Because Toyota believes in going the extra mile we offer comprehensive support and a great range of products and services for our valued customers. 

GENUINE PARTSACCESSORIESEXTRA CARE

* Fuel consumption as per ADR 81/02 and emissions as per ADR 79/04 (combined cycle) are tested in a controlled environment. These figures are for comparison purposes only between other makes and actual fuel 
consumption may vary under real world driving conditions. Fuel consumption will vary depending on many factors including driving conditions/style, vehicle usage, condition and options/accessories fitted.  
Every endeavour has been made to ensure text details and specifications contained in this publication were accurate as at 26 October, 2018. Toyota New Zealand Limited reserves the right at any time to introduce any  
changes deemed necessary to improve the models shown or for any other reason. Paint and upholstery colours shown in this brochure may differ from actual colours due to variations in printing processes.  
Some models shown in this brochure may have optional accessories fitted. For further information contact your nearest Toyota Store. They will be glad to assist. [Production effective June 2018]

VISIT: toyota.co.nz  |  CALL: 0800 TOYOTA        

Engine description: In-line, 4 cylinder, 16 valve, Double Overhead Cam (DOHC) with Variable Valve Timing-intelligent (VVT-i)  1.3 Litre 1.5 Litre 1.5 Litre

Maximum power  63kW @ 6000rpm 80kW @ 6000rpm 80kW @ 6000rpm

Maximum torque  120Nm @ 4600rpm 141Nm @ 4400rpm 141Nm @ 4400rpm

Fuel consumption: ADR 81/02 (combined)*. Fuel tank capacity 42L. 91 octane or higher recommended 5.8L/100km Manual 
 6.4L/100km Auto 

6.4L/100km 6.4L/100km

CO2 emissions*: ADR 79/04 (combined)*. Euro 5 134g/km Manual 
 147g/km Auto 147g/km 147g/km

Transmission: 5-speed manual •  

Transmission: 4-speed electronically controlled automatic transmission with lock-up torque converter • • •

Brakes: Front: Power-assisted ventilated disc. Rear - Power-assisted drum • • •

Suspension: Front: MacPherson struts with stabiliser bar; Rear: Torsion beam • • •

Steering: Electric power steering. Turning circle: 9.4m 9.6m 9.6m

Wheels: Design and size 15” steel  15”  17”  
 wheels with  silver machined/black 
 wheel cap  alloy wheels alloy wheels

Spare wheel: Temporary • • •

Front design: Body coloured front bumper. Upper grille with chrome trim. Black lower grille • • •

Side design: Body coloured door handles and exterior mirrors with electric adjustment; heater function (ZR) • • Sports style side skirts

Rear design: Body coloured bumper • • Sports style spoiler  
   and lower garnish

Headlights: Halogen • • 

Headlights: LED Bi-beam with automatic levelling   •

Tailights: Rear combination lamps and an LED high stop light Bulb and LED type Bulb and LED type Sports style bulb  
   and LED type

Fog lights, bulb type with chrome bezel  • •

Exhaust pipe: Single • • With diffuser

Glass: Green-tinted windshield and side glass • • Privacy rear glass

Windscreen wiper: Variable intermittent and mist functions • • • 

Interior trims: Dark grey instrument panel with leather-like grain texture. Black with dark grey square and stripe fabric seating material  
and urethane shift lever 

•
  

Interior trims: Dark grey instrument panel with leather-like grain texture and horizontal chrome strip. Black with dark grey square and  
stripe fabric seating material and genuine leather shift lever  • 

Interior trims: Dark grey instrument panel with leather-like grain texture. Horizontal chrome strip and carbon-like film. High grade black  
fabric material and genuine leather shift lever   

•

Front seats with whiplash injury lessening design: manual adjustment for driver and passenger slide, recline and driver’s vertical height • • Sports style seats 
adjustment functions; vertically adjustable headrests

Rear seats: Bench seat with 60/40 split fold; vertically adjustable headrests • • •

Manual air conditioning with pollen filter •

Climate control automatic air conditioning  • • 

Cruise control • • •

Power windows: All doors with driver one-touch auto up/down and anti-jam safety function • • •

Illuminated entry system with ignition, map and room lights • • •

Steering wheel: 3-spoke with audio and Bluetooth controls. Tilt and telescopic steering wheel Urethane Leather Sport style genuine 
  with silver stitching leather with silver 
   stitching and dimples

Luggage area: Removable carpet moulded deck board and package tray • • •

Storage: Centre console with three small article pockets. Upper glove box with lid and removable partition. Lower glovebox with lid. 
Front passenger open tray with partition. Seatback pockets. 500ml bottle holders in both front doors. 4 cup holders 

• • •

Combination meter: Three ring style with a speedometer, shift indicator and Eco indicator (automatic transmission only) • • •

Multi-Information Display (MID): Digital clock, odometer, twin trip meters, outside temperature, current and average fuel consumption,  
average speed and driving range 

• • •

Audio: 6.1” touchscreen audio with AM/FM radio, CD player, Bluetooth handsfree phone capability and audio streaming; 6 speakers. • Voice recognition Voice recognition 
Separate audio input jack and USB port 

Satellite Navigation system with SUNA Traffic Avoidance System (traffic information available in some areas only)  • •

5-Star ANCAP safety rating • • • 

Airbags: Driver and front passenger, front seat side, front and rear curtain shield and driver’s knee • • •

Toyota Safety Sense: Pre-Crash Safety system (PCS) with Autonomous Emergency Braking, Lane Departure Alert (LDA),  • • • 
Automatic High Beam (AHB)  

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD), Brake Assist (BA) • • • 

Child seat fixing points, 3x tether anchors and 2x ISO fixings. Child proof rear door locks • • •

Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) and Traction Control (TRC) • • •

Engine immobiliser • • •

Front seatbelts: 3-point ELR with Pre-Tensioners, Force Limiters, seatbelt warning light and buzzer • • •

Rear Seatbelts: 3 x 3-point ELR • • •

Reversing camera with static guidelines • • •

Rear Parking Sensors x 2  • •

Overall length / width / height  3945mm / 1695mm / 1510mm  

Wheelbase  2510mm

Gross vehicle weight: manual / automatic 1470kg / 1490kg - / 1520kg - / 1520kg

Maximum kerb weight: manual / automatic 1025kg / 1035kg - / 1055kg - / 1055kg

Towing capacity: unbraked / braked  550kg  / 900kg  

Seating capacity  5  

Luggage capacity: To roof  347L  


